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This is a 10-step guide to everything about Gunpla
modeling, from simple finishes using the mold colors
to modifications invented by professional modelers
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This book guides you through effective Gunpla construction techniques
in a ten step how-to format using the “ENTRY GRADE 1/144 RX-78-2
Gundam.” This is the first Gunpla of the next generation, which is easy
for everyone to assemble.
Our tutors are ten professional modelers active in Monthly Hobby Japan
and rising star Chika Minase, a model and a Gundam geek. They will
explain various Gunpla construction methods in detail, from one-point
techniques that take advantage of the mold colors, to craft practices of
pro modelers including the tools and materials they use.
With this book, your Gunpla will be improved and become more fun!

introduction

* All prices listed in this book are without tax.
* "Plastic Model" is a registered trademark owned by the
Japan Plastic Model Industry Cooperative Association.
* The information in this book is current as of January 2021.

Introducing the “ENTRY GRADE
RX-78-2 Gundam” kit

One-point assembly advice
First off, I would like to introduce basic techniques for the assembly of the kit. ENTRY GRADE Gundam is a kit that
does not require nippers, so you can complete it without using tools, but you can make it even better by using them.

“ENTRY GRADE” is a new range for easy-to-assemble plastic
kits for all, launched in 2020. The 1/144 RX-78-2 Gundam
from this line requires no nippers, no gluing, no painting, and
no stickers. This makes it the perfect kit for newcomers and
those returning to Gunpla after a long time. It is, however, a
kit worth building even for active Gunpla builders. It is made
with the latest technology, making it enjoyable for all Gunpla
modelers, from a straight build to finishing with modifications.
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① Tools to use

▲ Cut off the parts from the runner with nippers.
Placing the nipper blade underneath the runner
allows you to work without hiding the parts you’ll cut.

▲ The red circle shows the nub marks. These areas
are a little jagged, so I will flatten them.

③ Removing parting lines

Two ENTRY GRADE
RX-78-2 Gundam kits
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▲ These are the primary tools I use for building
Gunpla. These three tools can cover basic crafting.
Pictured are nippers (BANDAI SPIRITS Hobby
Division/THE GUNDAM BASE Premium Nippers),
a design knife (GSI Creos/Mr. Design Knife), and
files (Wave/Wave File Sticks).

② Removing nub marks

▲ Use a design knife to scrape off the nub marks.
Turn the knife blade sideways, using a thin shaving
motion. Be sure to keep the edge facing outward,
as you may cut your fingers if you move the blade
towards you.

▲ Remove the nub marks with the design knife. The
left and right parts are before and after. The right
one shows a flat surface without nub marks.

▲ Parting lines are the raised lines left on
plastic parts where the mold closes during the
manufacturing process. These lines are not part of
the official designs, so I will remove them to match
the original.

▲ Use a File Stick Hard #800 to shave until the line
is no longer visible. As for files, smaller grit numbers
indicate that abrasive particles are bigger, giving it
a stronger sanding power while leaving bigger
surface scratches . The File Sticks come with
battens and are ready to use, making them useful
for flat surfaces.

▲ Next, polish the surface with a File Stick Finish.
The File Stick Finish is a polishing sheet with
different properties on both sides: the green side
can remove minor scratches, and the white side can
smooth the surface and make it shiny.

▲ I removed a parting line with the File Stick. The
photo shows the comparison before and after the
process. It has no parting line now, making it look
exactly like the official drawing.

There are two versions of this kit.
The one sold in advance at Gundam
Base Tokyo and Fukuoka is a
standard Gunpla kit with the main
body and the weapons (beam rifle
and the shield) and is intended for
those who are Gunpla fans. The
general release Light Package
Version comes in a plastic package
and includes only the primary unit,
no weapons, but is 200 yen cheaper
than the presale version, making it
much easier to pick up and buy.
ENTRY GRADE RX-78-2 Gundam

● Manufacturer: BANDAI SPIRITS Hobby Division
● 700 yen, released in September 2020 ● 1/144,
approx. 12cm ● Plastic kit ● Sold in advance at
Gundam Base Tokyo and Fukuoka
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ENTRY GRADE RX-78-2 Gundam
(Light Package Ver.)

● Manufacturer: BANDAI SPIRITS Hobby Division
● 500 yen, released in December 2020 ● 1/144,
approx. 12cm ● Plastic kit
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RX-78-2 Gundam Glossary
I will introduce the various parts of the RX-78-2 Gundam using the ENTRY GRADE Gundam
assembled on the previous page. You’ll see some terms explained here in the later articles
too, so remembering them will make it easier to understand.

Descriptions of each part
① Head Unit

The primary camera on the head serves as the unit’s “eye.” It also has a rear camera
at the back. The twin-eye cameras, which look like eyes, improve aiming accuracy. The
head also has a multi-blade antenna and a 60 mm Vulcan cannon. The Vulcan cannon
is not so powerful since its primary usage is a deterrent, but it is an effective armament
as a melee weapon, especially in single combat.

② Cockpit

③ Joint drive unit

The Core Block stored
in the torso functions
as the Cockpit, and
has the two fusion
generators that
power the Gundam.
It also serves as an
escape device and
can transform into
a fighter form called
a Core Fighter.
The Core Fighter is
operative both in air
and space and has
combat capability
with its two 30 mm
Vulcan cannons and
two small quadruple
missiles.

The drive unit for each joint
uses an actuator system
called a Field Motor.
The interaction between
the I-field and Minovsky
particles generates the
high-powered torque.

About RX-78-2 Gundam
SPEC
Model Number: RX-78-2
Head height: 18.0 m
Bodyweight: 43.4 t
Total weight: 60.0 t
Armor Material: Luna Titanium Alloy
A prototype MS developed in Operation V by the
Earth Federation Forces, lagging behind Zeon’s
Principality in developing Mobile Suits (MS). They
made it as an anti-MS machine for close quarter
battles. It is an all-purpose machine with the
versatility of humanoid MS, which allows it to use
optional weapons such as the Beam Rifle and
Beam Saber. Its Luna Titanium armor can shrug
off the Zaku machine gun, deployed by the Zeon
Principality’s mass-produced MS Zaku II, with
little to no damage. Its Core Block system and
educational computer provide it with advanced
survivability and operability. It fights through the
long war between the Earth Federation Forces
and the Principality of Zeon, known as the One
Year War, with Amuro Ray, who becomes the
pilot of this MS by chance.
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Choose your favorite color if multiple colors are available.

⑦ Backpack

It contains two sub-generators. The
Core Block’s generator functions as
the Core Fighter’s aeronautical/aviation
thermonuclear jet/rocket engine and
serves to burn the main thrusters,
which are also used to supply energy to
the Beam Rifle and Beam Saber. The
Backpack contains two main thruster
nozzles, the propulsion system. It also
serves as a rack for the Beam Saber
and as a mounting latch for a shield.

Both
sides

Selection
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⑤ Hip Unit

Selection

Selection

It contains one subgenerator, a heat-resistant
filter during atmospheric
entry, and a coolant spray
unit. The rear armor also
serves as a mounting latch
for various armaments. The
four yellow box-shaped
units mounted in the front
and rear are storage for
helium-3, the fuel for
fusion engines.

Selection

M

A manipulator with five fingers like a human
hand. It uses identical actuators for each joint
and can operate various optional armaments,
such as the Beam Rifle and Beam Saber.

⑥ Leg Unit

G-3 Gundam
Selection

The leg unit contains an independent generator for driving. In addition, it includes
verniers for stability control and shock absorbers. It accounts for about half of the mass
of the entire suit and functions as an AMBAC (Active Mass Balance Auto Control *) unit
in zero-gravity space and as a maneuvering unit for moving and jumping in gravity.
* Altitude control by active mass transfer without a combustion agent.

Standard Armaments
⑧ Beam Rifle

The primary weapon used
by the Gundam. Using the
E-cap (energy capacitor)
technology, the rifle uses
charged Minovsky particles
with powerful destructive
power as ammunition.
You can fire it 16 times
(though some say 12 or 15
times) per charge. It has a
circular sight and foregrip
for precise shooting.

⑨ Shield

The Shield is a simplified version
of the armor structure used in
the Gundam’s main body and is
designed to absorb and diffuse
shock rather than be robust. It
features a multi-layered structure
made of ultra-high-tensile steel,
high-density ceramic material,
polymer material, and Luna
Titanium. In addition, it has a
sliding grip mechanism and can
open and close the
upper viewing
window.

* Put the leftover water transfer decals anywhere you like.
* Some images have been omitted for
explanatory purposes.
* The actual products may differ from the images.

These water transfer decals are an exclusive bonus. Please apply them as you like.
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④ Manipulator

ENTRY GRADE RX-78-2 Gundam Special Water Transfer Decal Set

⑩ Beam Saber

The Beam Saber
is a weapon made
for melee combat. It
emits a plasma blade
of Minovsky particles
contained by an I-Field.

⑪ Hyper Bazooka

It is a gun that ejects various
380 mm (also known as
320 mm) warheads with
special explosives without
recoil. It has four rounds
of ammo.

Selection

Both sides

Prototype Gundam

The
other
side

Gundam
Real Type
Both
sides

▲ List of standard armaments used by the RX-78-2 Gundam. The ENTRY GRADE Gundam comes with only
the Beam Rifle, Shield, and Beam Saber grip. The beam blade is from a runner numbered SB-13, which is
often included in HG kits. The Hyper Bazooka is from the ENTRY GRADE RX-78-3 G-3 Gundam Solid Clear
from the “Ichiban Kuji Lottery Mobile Suit Gundam Gunpla 40th Anniversary” F Prize!

Both
sides

The
other
side
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Learn how to apply water transfer decals
Tools to use

Preparing the kit

The primary tools are scissors (Tamiya/
Decal Scissors) or a design knife (GSI
Creos/Mr. Design Knife) to cut the
decal from the base paper, tweezers
(Tamiya/Straight Tweezers) to pick up
decals, a dish to keep water in (Wave/
White Paint Dish), and cotton swabs.
It is helpful to have a cutting mat
ready when cutting out decals with
a design knife.
Commentary by Kentaro

▲ I’ll add another larger decal. Placing
it so the edges of the decals overlap
creates a sense of unity.

▲ The shield surface is wide, so I can
come up with several ideas for it. The
first is to apply one large decal. It’s
straightforward and has impact.
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▲ Place it onto the chosen part with
the base paper, slide it off the paper to
transfer it onto the part. Once placed,
remove the excess moisture and air by
dabbing a cotton swab over the decal.
The key is to roll the cotton swab from
the center of the decal outwards.

▲ When applying decals, it is more effective if you put them closer to the
surface’s edge rather than in the center. It also helps you to place them,
especially when applying the second one.

▲ The next combines three decals.
It gives it more “It’s been tagged!”
feel. Also, putting them in an irregular
shape, not a perfect square, makes it
look cooler.

▲ One of the interesting effects of
decals is making panel lines without
carving them. The one on the Helium
Core in the photo shows the effect of
this panel line style, and it was decal
from the start!

I finished applying the decals. Now it conveys much more information than the straight build, giving it the feel of a massive weapon.
Applying decals is also a great way to improve the detail. If you are not into time-consuming crafts, you can start by using decals.

②

①

③
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▲ Use tweezers to immerse it in
water. If you soak it for too long, water
can dissolve the glue for applying
the decal, so it’s okay to only put it in
briefly. Next, place it on something
waterproof. Then wait until the decal
can be moved from the base.

▲ Another option to consider is
placing several decals on areas that
look a bit empty. There’s still plenty of
room for more decals.
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▲ Water transfer decals are used to add
markings to the surface of a plastic kit.
They become adhesive after soaking the
base paper in water. First, use scissors
or a craft knife to cut out the decal you
want to apply from the base paper.

▲ I have already removed the nub
marks and parting lines on the kit. I also
applied panel lines and sharpened the
head antenna, which will be explained
later. Any remaining nub marks or
parting lines can prevent decals from
sticking to the surface well, so make
sure to remove them all.
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I will show you how to apply the
special bonus water transfer decals
in this book, (not included in the
e-book version).

The decal application is complete!

▲ The side of the MS’s chest is a
great spot to apply decals. Having a
decal here makes it visible from the
front at any angle.

▲ I recommend applying decals to the
weapons as well. It allows you to add
accents to weapons that are mostly
monochromatic. The grip and the
barrel’s sides are good places
for decals.

④

Theory on how to apply decals (text by Kentaro)
Decals can enhance realism of a weapon
by mimicking the warning signs of aircraft.
According to the rules, aircraft first have their
nationality listed, and then, depending on the
country, their unit, base, and aircraft number.
They include warnings about handling the
weapons, such as “no step” cautions and
signs, and instructions on operating the
panels and using the weapons in various
ways. The line decals mark points affected
by engine blast, and where you can climb
aboard on the back. I will apply these two
types of elements, letters and lines, as
decals. The basic technique is to put large
decals, such as nationality emblems, in
prominent positions to emphasize them while
distributing small warning signs. One more
crucial element you should keep in mind:
the perspectives of those who view your
work, i.g. what parts they see or how they
see it. The photos show the front facing left
in most cases, so I decided where to put
decals based on that. The rear side faces
right, but it is enough to place the warning
signs on areas you think necessary. Applying
decals all over the body without clear intent
will diminish their effect. It’s essential to find
places that will enhance details and make
the decals stand out to bring out their
full impact.
I used a Gundam this time, but you can
apply it to the Zaku II as it has large surfaces
like the shield and waist skirt armor. Try

to complete your decal-applied model by
referring to other models with markings.
The head’s sides and the beam saber grip
are places to apply small text decals and
symbols. The rear side of the Vulcan cannon
is also a very easy point to apply decals.
The shoulders have a large surface area to
display big decals.
Here you can display nationality, affiliation
with the White Base, or the unit number. You
can even try to emphasize one shoulder by
making the other side more plain. The upper
body is an eye-catching area, so it’s easy to
overdo it by putting too many decals on it.
Using five decals maximum, including small
ones, will be enough to show their effect and
enhance the silhouette.

The chest duct’s side is a must for decals.
Don’t forget to use this spot. It’s such a good
place for showing off your decals. The sides
of the cockpit are also an easy point to apply
decals. The knee is also a good place to
apply them but it depends on the shape. I
want to show off the decals by putting them
on one side. My plan is to use more decals
on the right knee. Then, I’ll apply a few
decals to the left knee. The calf next to the
knee is also a prominent point. If you apply
more on the outside and less on the inside,
you can emphasize the outer ones. The
ankle armor is also a good spot because it
has solid front and side surfaces. You can
center the front decal if you want to use all
three sides. If you use only the front surface,
setting it to the right will also work.

Method for applying a set of decals
① Linkage

After applying the large decal, use the small text
decal next to or underneath it. It’s like supplementing
the unit mark with text. You can create contrasts by
using large and small decals or in different colors.

③ Streak

Apply the decals, starting from the top decal and
working your way down. This is used for shields
and other large surfaces. The photo shows only two
decals. However, having three or four of them will
also be fine. It is a suitable method if you want to use
the unit’s name as a decoration.

② Alignment

A method of applying decals by bringing them to the
object’s edge. This is good on larger surfaces like a
shield or an ankle guard. You can also use a more
symmetrical method and put one decal on the end of
a surface and another on the opposite end. It works
well for the torso or the sides of the shins.

④ Lining up

Apply two or three symmetrical letter decals along
the centerline of the arms and legs. Adjust the decal
size and color of the upper and lower decals to
match the area to be covered for accents.
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